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Abstract

The backhaul is a cornerstone in the development of future cellular networks and not the least

challenging. The difficulty of designing the future backhaul is in the expected range of performance

metrics that is increasing in breadth and in rising standards. Novel ideas for solving the heterogeneous

backhaul problem are frequently proposed. Tractable analytical models that capture the performance of

such backhauls are crucial in order to verify and validate these ideas. We present the first modular and

scalable framework for analytically modelling the performance of hybrid multi-hop backhauls, which

employs technology-specific models of different performance aspects of each hop.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Designing the next generation backhaul network is a major challenge. Apart from the pervasive

extensions required to cater for the anticipated network densification, the performance require-

ments of these links are also highly exigent. Optical fibre networks are believed to be the only

technology currently developed for migrating users fully to the 5G era. Nonetheless, fibre is not

widely available and cannot be laid at the same pace as network growth due to the complicated

process of trenching and the associated permit acquisitionand cost. Wireless technologies in the

millimetre-wave bands, especially the E-band (70/80 GHz) and D-band (141-174.8 GHz), are

being developed as alternatives to fibre cables, for certainuse cases, with promising potential [1].

A heterogeneous backhaul network is, therefore, unavoidable and perhaps favourable for the

launch of 5G services. Recently, innovative resource allocation schemes have been designed to

optimise the utilisation of the realistic constrained backhaul network in such a way that the

network and users’ quality of experience (QoE) is maximised(e.g., [2]). Nonetheless, capturing

the hybrid backhaul performance in analytical models is of paramount importance and a pre-

requisite to the validation of novel backhaul optimisationschemes.

There are many recent works that propose possible ways for addressing this need, often

based on stochastic geometry which models the network usingelements of point process the-

ory (PP). Authors in [3] propose analytical models that capture the delay and cost of four

types of backhaul links: copper-based, fibre-based, millimetre-wave, and sub-6GHz technologies.

However, their work assumes that a multi-hop backhaul connection consists of one type of

technologies, while different connections may employ different technologies. In practice, though,

backhaul connections are often hybrid in addition to being heterogeneous. References [4] and [5]

focus on fibre-based backhaul performance modelling. In these works, analytical models for the

delay incurred and availability in various topologies are proposed. The models are then used

to validate novel schemes for backhaul-aware user association and WiFi offloading. Coverage
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and throughput derivations in a wireless cellular network are elaborated in [6] and used to

develop a general and tractable framework for modelling andanalysing joint radio access

resource partitioning and offloading in a two-tier cellularnetwork. Outage probability of multi-

link wireless backhaul connections is studied in [7] and an analytical model is proposed that

accounts for re-transmissions and selection combining.

Each of these works partially sheds light on some aspects of the problem at hand but none

offers a scalable model that represents the hybrid nature ofexisting and anticipated multi-hop

backhaul connections. To this end, we develop the first generic and modular analytical framework

that is able to capture the performance characteristics of any multi-hop hybrid backhaul, based

on the network topology, relevant distances, and mix of transport technologies used. The system

model and analytical expressions are presented in SectionsII and III, respectively, supported by

a numerical example. We conclude in Section IV.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

5G users’ QoE expectations differ greatly from what is offered by incumbent cellular gen-

erations. Firstly, 5G users cover a broad spectrum of “things” which include sensors, driver-

less cars, machines, and humans, each with very different capabilities and needs. Moreover,

the applications running on devices have a wider set of QoE requirements, as opposed to the

conventional quality measures, such as the user throughputor mean opinion score. The focal

quality aspects in 5G are throughput, delay, cost, resilience, security and energy efficiency. These

attributes are in principle all dynamic but are likely to vary at different frequencies and their

fluctuation is triggered by different phenomena. The proposed system model builds on a set of

characteristics that describe the performance of any link in the hybrid backhaul, as defined in

Section II-A, and adapts to any given topology as elaboratedin Section II-B.
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A. Backhaul constraints and characteristics

The end-to-end performance of cells is determined by both the radio and the backhaul net-

works; in this work we propose an analytical modelling of thehybrid backhaul network char-

acteristics. The current backhaul network, which transports incumbent cellular traffic, consists

mostly of optical-fibre, copper, and microwave (6-13, 15-23, or 26-42 GHz) links. Some of

these links are owned by the cellular operator, others are leased, and some are shared among

multiple cellular operators. The 5G backhaul will build on the existing infrastructure and will

expand its capillaries and reach to connect the numerous fast-spreading small cells, by relying on

new technologies to fill in the gap where needed. The end-result is a hybrid backhaul network

composed of a mix of various types of wired and wireless links. The approach we propose

for modelling the performance characteristics of such a network is modular. In other words,

the backhaul network consists of layers of nodes connected through various links, as shown

in Fig. 1.

According to Fig. 1, each small cells connects to a gatewayg in layer k = K through

a number of linksKs which differs for every small cells. Let Cl = {Θl, Dl, Cl, Ol} and Cr

be the sets of characteristics that describe the performance of link, l, and node (or router),r,

respectively, whereΘl (or Θr) is the throughput,Dl (or Dr) is the delay,Cl (or Cr) is the cost,

andOl (or Or) is the outage probability. A hop,hk, is defined as the connection between a node

in layer k− 1 and a node in layerk and its performance is determined by both, that of the link

and that of the router in layerk.

B. Topology of hybrid backhaul

Until such times when globally ubiquitous backhaul solutions become available, cell-to-core

mobile network backhaul connections are likely to be composed of multi-hops with multiple

technologies. Several factors define the topology of such a backhaul and need to be analysed

and modelled. Firstly, the number of layersKs, corresponding to each small cells, needs to
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be determined. Urban deployments are often connected through less than three or four layers;

whereas, rural cells may require daisy chains, hence up to six or seven layers [8]. The number

of layers is thus a variable with a probability density function that can be approximated by

a Gaussian distribution and which differs according to the operator, country, and deployment

scenario. Letλk be the density of nodes in layerk which follow a Poisson PP such thatλk ≤ λk−1.

Let each layerk be characterised by a set of probabilities{pk,1, pk,2, pk,3, ...pk,T} such that
∑T

t=1 pk,t = 1, where eachpk,t represents the fraction of links using technologyt between layer

k − 1 and layerk, for k > 0. Let t ∈ [1, T ] be the index corresponding to the technology used,

e.g., t = 1 corresponds to VDSL,t = 2 to G.fast1, t = 3 to EPON,t = 4 to XG-PON2, t = 5

to E-band, etc. For instance, for layerk = 1 (i.e., the last mile) the probabilityp1,5 of wireless

links would be higher than that of fibre links, whereas for layer k = K, probability pK,4 of

fibre XG-PON links is highest. LetX be the variable distance between two layersk − 1 andk;

it may be assumed to follow the following distribution, considering that nodes in lower layers

associate with the closest upper nodes [6]:

fX(x) = 2πλk · x · e−πλk·x
2

(1)

Thus, the mean distance between layersk − 1 andk is E[X ] = 1/(2
√
λk) which increases when

the density of nodes,λk, in the upper layer decreases. According to (1), the expected length of

last-mile links connecting to nodes at1 node/km2 (typical density of urban small cells’ gateway)

is 500 m, as shown in the zoomed window of Fig. 2. This matches actualdata from a typical

Western European mobile network operator. The data represents the distribution of the length

of all the hops in the network and shows that backhaul links connected to the core network are

the fewest and could reach more than25 kilometres in length.

1Very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line (over copper); Fast access to subscriber terminal (over copper).

2Ethernet Passive Optical Network (PON); 10Gbps capable PON.
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III. H YBRID BACKHAUL PERFORMANCE MODELS

The performance metrics of the hybrid multi-hop backhaul are derived in this section and cap-

ture the expected end-to-end throughput, latency, cost andoutage probability. For demonstration,

a four-layers urban network is assumed in which layer zero contains the small cells and layer

three the gateways. In this case, all links connected to the gateways are fibre-based, whereas

links in other layers are a mix of VDSL and wireless (microwave) links, as shown in Fig. 1.

1) Throughput: The effective throughput of a hybrid multi-hop backhaul connection is con-

strained by the most limiting hop. Thus, the expected hybriddownlink throughput from gateway

g at levelk = K to small cells at levelk = 0 can be expressed as follows:

E[Θs,g] = E
[

min
k

{

Θk,t

}]

= min
k

{

E[Θk,t]
}

; ∀t ∈ [1, T ] | pk,t > 0; ∀k ∈ [1, K] (2)

where, E[Θk,t] is the expected throughput of the hophk, that uses technologyt. This reflects any

adopted topology between the layers, e.g., redundant or paralleled hops. Fig. 4 shows E[Θs,g] of

the urban backhaul in Fig. 1 for different penetration of microwave/VDSL links and Fig. 5 for

different node densitiesλk. Higher penetration of VDSL or lower node density in layer 2 have

higher impact on E[Θs,g] due to longer incurred distances; an impediment in both copper and

wireless technologies, but more so in copper.

In these figures, the expected throughput of wireless hops ismodeled based on (15) in [6],

assuming a propagation exponent equal to four (worst case scenario). Fibre hops’ throughput is

not modelled as it is not limiting. We propose to model the throughput over a single-hop VDSL

link as an exponential decay:Θc(x) = ∆ · e−δ·x, where,x is the length of the copper line,∆ is

the maximum achievable throughput andδ is the decay rate, both dependent on the technology

and bandwidth used. As seen in Fig. 3, the proposed model fits with the actual measurements,

once the parameters have been tuned. In the case of VDSL, these are found to be∆ = 105 Mbps
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andδ = 1.14 · 10−3. The expected unshared throughput over a VDSL link is thus derived as:

E[Θc] =

∫

∞

0

(∆ · e−δ·x) · (2πλk · x · e−πλk·x
2

)d(x) = ∆

(

e
−

δ
2

4πλk − δ√
λk

·
(

1− erf

(

δ

2
√
πλk

)))

(3)

Proof: The expression in (3) may be re-written as E[Θc] = 2a ·∆
∫

∞

0
x · e−a(x+ b

2a
)2+ b

2

4adx,

with a = πλk and b = δ. This can be rewritten as the sum of two Gaussian integrals using

variable replacement wherey = x+ b/2a, M = 2a ·∆ · e b
2

4a , andI1 andI2 are known integrals

with closed form solutions [9]:

E[Θc] = M

(

∫

∞

b

2a

ye−ay2dy +

∫

∞

b

2a

−b

2a
e−ay2dy

)

= 2πλk∆e
δ
2

4πλk

∣

∣

∣

∣

I1 −
δ

2πλk

I2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∞

δ

2πλk

(4)

2) Latency: The effective latency of a hybrid multi-hop backhaul connection is the cumulative

effect of all delays incurred along the path, as shown below:

E[Ds,g] = E
[

K
∑

k=1

T
∑

t=1

pk,tDk,t

]

=

K
∑

k=1

T
∑

t=1

pk,tE[Dk,t] (5)

where, E[Dk,t] is the expected delay of the hophk that uses technologyt. The expected latency

of the backhaul in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 6 for different shares of wireless/wired links.

Calculating the average packet delay over any link entails looking at four phenomena: the

propagation delay (Dp), the transmission delay (Dτ ), the processing delay (Dr), and the queuing

delay (Dq). The propagation delay is the time difference between the moment a packet is placed

on one end of the line and the time it is received at the other end. Propagation delay is thus

a function of the distance travelled and the refractive index ñ of the propagation medium as

E[Dp] = (1/2
√
λk)/(c/ñ), where c is the speed of light. The transmission delay is the time

taken to push all the packet bits on to the link, hence, is the ratio of the average packet size over

the nominal capacity of the channel such as E[Dτ ] = E[ǫ]/E[Θ], where E[ǫ] is the average length

of a packet. The processing and queuing delays occur at the router and are often approximated
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jointly as a Gamma distribution with parameters that dependon the router, the given load,

and technology as in [3]: E[Dr,q] = φ · (1 + 1.28 · λk−1/λk) · (α + E[ǫ])β), where,φ andα are

representative of the processing power of the router, andβ is a factor representing the processing

capability of the router with respect to the packet size E[ǫ]. The processing and queuing delays

are often the dominant causes for latency in all technologies, even for wireless links that employ

decode-and-forward mechanisms; thus, E[Dk,t] ≈ E[Dr,q
k,t].

3) Cost: The cost of a hybrid backhaul connection is also the aggregate effect of all expen-

ditures incurred in all comprised links and routers, as expressed here:

E[Cs,g] = E
[

K
∑

k=1

T
∑

t=1

pk,tCk,t

]

=
K
∑

k=1

T
∑

t=1

pk,tE[Ck,t]

where, E[Ck,t] is the expected cost of the hophk connecting layersk − 1 andk using technol-

ogy t.

4) Resilience: A multi-hop hybrid backhaul connection is only available ifnone of its hops is

out of service. Thus, the collective outage probability of amulti-hop hybrid backhaul connection

is expressed as follows:

E[Os,g] = 1− E
[ K
∏

k=1

T
∏

t=1

(

1− pk,tOk,t

)]

= 1−
K
∏

k=1

T
∏

t=1

(

1− pk,tE[Ok,t]

)

(6)

where, E[Ok,t] is the expected outage probability of the hophk that uses technologyt and reflects

the redundancy scheme adopted. As the outage probabilitiesof different hops are uncorrelated,

the expected value of the product can be assumed equal to the product of expected values.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented the first modular approach to capture the performance of future backhaul

networks which employ heterogeneous technologies in multi-hop cell-to-core connections. The

novel model adapts to the topology, technology-mix, and various hop lengths of any hybrid back-

haul and captures its expected throughput, latency, cost, and resilience. Analytical expressions
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Fig. 1. System model representing a multi-hop and hybrid
5G backhaul. Shown nodes may be pre-aggregation (k 6=
K) or aggregation (k = K) routers. This architecture
allows for the representation of transport loops in the
backhaul at any stage of the network. The highlighted
section represents the urban backhaul example adopted.
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that model the throughput and latency of technology specificlinks are proposed and employed

to demonstrate the usage of the approach. In a case study thatrepresents an urban hybrid multi-

hop backhaul, the impact of varying the share of wireless links on the effective throughput

and cumulative latency are studied. Moreover, the model is also used to examine the effect of

increasing the node density on the resulting throughput. Such analysis is vital in the evaluation of

new backhaul schemes as it enable fast and realistic assessment without the need of simulations.
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